Depression, pain and quality of life in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis: a cross-sectional study
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Summary

The complications related to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) include pain. A higher risk of depression and a negative effect on quality of life (QoL) might be expected in ALS patients with pain. The aims of this study were to evaluate the prevalence of pain in ALS patients, to compare measures of depression and QoL in patients with and without pain, and to study the influence of depression scores and pain on the QoL of ALS patients with pain. Forty ALS patients were enrolled, and 36 were included in the analysis. Seventy-two percent of patients reported pain. Pain intensity was significantly related to a worsening of QoL (p<.05). This effect was no longer significant after considering depression scores as a covariate. Depression scores significantly decreased QoL (p<.02) and this effect remained significant after considering pain intensity as a covariate (p<.05).

Our study suggests that pain is frequent in ALS patients and that depressive symptoms are significantly related to poorer QoL. Clinicians should pay more attention to both pain and depressive symptoms in ALS patients considering their effect on QoL.
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Introduction

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by progressive degeneration of motor neurons in the primary motor cortex, brainstem and spinal cord with a heterogeneous clinical presentation (Mitchell and Borasio, 2007). The mainstay of ALS management is currently limited to symptomatic treatment and palliative care.

Pain is a possible complication of ALS (Chiò et al., 2012); its prevalence ranges from 3 to 78% and its occurrence is directly proportional to the disease progression (Mitchell and Borasio, 2007; Jensen et al., 2007). As regards the etiology of the pain, the involvement of either peripheral or central mechanisms in ALS is still under debate (Mitchell and Borasio, 2007; Hammad et al., 2007).

Considering the severity of the disease, a high prevalence of depression and a significant decrease in quality of life (QoL) can be expected in patients with ALS. Prevalence rates of depression range from 0 to 44% and from 9 to 11% in studies employing structured interviews based on the DSM-IV (Pagnini, 2013). A recent study, using a semi-structured interview and four self-report depression severity measures, reported that the prevalence of major depression in ALS ranges from 16.2 to 25%, depending on the assessment instruments employed (Ferentinos et al., 2011).

Moreover, evidence about QoL in ALS patients is conflicting. While some studies suggest a correlation between decreased QoL and disease severity, others report a non-significant correlation between QoL and measures of muscular strength and physical functional status measures (Nelson et al., 2003; Simmons et al., 2000; Chiò et al., 2004; Tramonti et al., 2012). Despite these variable data, there is a general consensus that life satisfaction in ALS patients does not depend only on the level of physical impairment but is, rather, part of a complex reaction to several elements, including the level of social and financial support, psychological and existential factors, and disease duration (Simmons et al., 2000; Nelson et al., 2003; Chiò et al., 2004; Tramonti et al., 2012).

In other medical conditions, a relationship between pain, depression and poor QoL is supported by evidence (Stafford et al., 2007; Van Voorhees and Fried, 2009). Pain is often responsible for secondary depression and vice versa, and some authors propose common pathophysiological mechanisms or cognitive mediators linking these conditions to explain this clinical correlation (Robinson et al., 2009; Radat and Koleck, 2011). Patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) suffer from various painful conditions like those found in ALS, and a close relationship between pain, depression and poor QoL has recently been highlighted in MS (Truini et al., 2013). Consequently, a higher risk of depression with a negative effect on QoL might be expected in ALS patients with pain. Conversely, previ-
ous research has produced variable results on the direct relationship between depression and QoL in ALS patients (Kübler et al., 2005; Gauthier et al., 2007; Lułé et al., 2008; Tramonti et al., 2012). A significant negative correlation between low depression score and high QoL was found by Lułé et al. (2008). However, this evidence is not very strong and a more complex relationship has been suggested, in which depressive symptoms seem to be related more to health-related QoL than to subjective life satisfaction reports (Tramonti et al., 2012).

With regard to the influence of pain on QoL, the general view is that pain in ALS is a frequent symptom especially in the later stages of the disease and can have a pronounced influence on QoL and suffering. However, in ALS patients, pain and depression are under-recognized and undertreated by physicians, and direct evidence is lacking and conflicting (Pagnini et al., 2012). Further research is needed to better understand the currently debated mechanisms underlying the link between depression and pain in ALS (e.g., primary versus secondary depression, common pathophysiology, etc.). Studies on pain in ALS could prove very significant given that pain might be related to subjective distress, secondary depression, and reduced mobility, all factors possibly related, in turn, to reduction of QoL (Banks and Kerns, 1996). However, current evidence on the relationship between pain, depression and QoL in ALS patients is limited in quantity and partially conflicting, thus specific studies on the interplay between these dimensions are warranted.

Accordingly, the aims of this study were: i) to evaluate the prevalence of pain in ALS patients; ii) to compare measures of depression and QoL in ALS patients with and without pain; and iii) to study the influence of depression scores and pain on the QoL of ALS patients with pain.

Materials and methods

Over a six-month period, a group of consecutive patients with a clinical diagnosis of familial or sporadic ALS according to the El Escorial criteria (Brooks et al., 2000) and attending the multidisciplinary outpatients’ ALS Center at the Sapienza University of Rome, were enrolled in this study. All the patients underwent clinical evaluation using the Medical Research Council scale for muscle strength (MRC) and the ALS Functional Rating Scale (ALS-FRS) (Medical Research Council, 1976), while QoL was evaluated using the Quality of Life Index (QL-Index) (Spitzer et al., 1981), depression using the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) (Zung et al., 1965), and pain intensity using a visual analog scale (VAS) (McCormack et al., 1988). The localization of pain was assessed clinically while two items of the Italian version of the Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory were used to establish the duration and frequency of pain in the last 24 hours (Padua et al., 2009). These last items were scored on a Likert scale as follows: duration from 0 (less than 1 hour) to 4 (continuous), frequency from 0 (no pain at all) to 4 (more than 20 pain episodes). Patients with a VAS score between 0 and 2 mm were considered pain-free (Aicher et al., 2012).

We deliberately did not describe the kind of pain presented by patients (neuropathic or non-neuropathic) because our purpose was only to evaluate the relationship of QoL and depression with perceived pain. The study was approved by the local ethics committee.

Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences, version 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive statistics were calculated and expressed as mean values ± standard deviation. Bivariate analyses were stratified by presence/absence of pain. The Mann-Whitney U and $\chi^2$ tests were used to analyze differences between ALS patients with and without pain. Linear regression analyses were used to study the influence of pain on depression and QoL, and of depression on QoL, adjusting for significant covariates when appropriate. P-values less than .05 (two-sided) were considered significant.

Results

Forty patients were initially enrolled in the study. Four were subsequently excluded because they were not tested on all the study variables. The remaining 36 patients were included in the analysis.

Twenty-six patients (72.2%) reported pain, localized as follows: scapular-humeral area (15 patients, 57.7%), lower limb (8 patients, 30.8%), cervical-dorsal area (3 patients, 11.5%). Using Aicher’s criteria, the patients’ pain was categorized as mild (1 patient, 3.8%), moderate (3 patients, 11.5%), severe (5 patients, 19.2%), very severe (6 patients, 23.1%), and the most severe imaginable (11 patients, 42.3%) (Aicher et al., 2012). Mean pain intensity was 7.6 (±2.7), while mean pain duration in the last 24 hours was rated as 1.4 (±1.6), which corresponds to about two hours per day. The frequency of pain episodes in the last 24 hours was 0.6 (±1) (about two per day).

An SDS total score of 50 or above, indicating depression, was found in only one patient. Sixteen patients self-reported several depressive symptoms but remained in the not depressed range (score between 35 and 47). Ten of the patients scoring 35 or above on the SDS were taking antidepressants.

Table I compares the demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients. No significant differences were found between patients with or without pain relative to gender, type of ALS, age at onset, disease duration, MRC total score, ALS-FRS score, QoL-Index and SDS score. Compared with the pain-free ALS patients, the ALS patients with pain tended to report lower QoL and...
higher depression scores, although these differences were not significant (p=.52 and p=.67, respectively).
The duration and the frequency of pain were not significantly related to either depression or QoL scores, and the intensity of the pain did not significantly influence depression scores. On the other hand, both intensity of pain and depression scores were significantly related to a worsening of QoL (p<.05 and p<.02, respectively), although the effect of pain intensity was no longer significant after considering depression scores as a covariate (Table II).

Discussion

This study was designed to improve our understanding of depression and QoL in patients with ALS and pain. It shows that pain is frequent in ALS patients (72% reported at least one painful symptom). In our sample, pain was scored as quite distressing (more than 7 on a 10-point pain intensity scale). Previous studies have reported a prevalence of pain in ALS ranging from 3% to 78% (see introduction) and in our sample the value was at the upper end of this range. One possible reason for this wide variation is that ALS is often described as characterized by “painless, progressive, but asymmetrical muscle weakness” (Eisen, 2001). This could have led to under-recognition of pain in clinical settings, while pain is probably far more common when studied systematically (Wicks, 2012). Alternatively it could be attributable to differences in the stage of the disease at the time of the study. However, recent evidence showing no statistically significant difference in the presence of pain between patients in various stages of ALS suggests that the effect of the disease duration might be rather weak and that the first hypothesis should be preferred (Rivera et al., 2013). Moreover, unexpectedly, our study did not confirm the correlation between pain and either worse functional score or longer disease duration found in previous studies (Chiò et al., 2012; Rivera et al., 2013). However, our results might be biased by the small sample size, and further studies on larger samples are therefore needed.

Although ALS patients with pain tended to score higher on depression and lower on QoL, these differences did not reach significance. Moreover, in regression analyses pain was not significantly related to depression scores. Pain intensity was significantly related to a reduction in QoL, which is consistent with previous studies showing that pain intensity predicts a worsening of QoL in ALS patients (Pagnini et al., 2012).

Table I - Demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All Patients (n=36)</th>
<th>Patients with pain (n=26)</th>
<th>Patients without pain (n=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>14 F, 22 M</td>
<td>12 F, 14 M</td>
<td>2 F, 8 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean±SD</td>
<td>63.7±10.9</td>
<td>63.5±10.6</td>
<td>57.8±12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration (months), mean±SD</td>
<td>22±14</td>
<td>20±13</td>
<td>25.6±19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at onset, mean±SD</td>
<td>62±11</td>
<td>64±11</td>
<td>58±12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS-FRS score, mean±SD</td>
<td>35.1±8.7</td>
<td>34.8±9</td>
<td>35.9±8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical onset</td>
<td>28 spinal, 8 bulbar</td>
<td>21 spinal, 5 bulbar</td>
<td>7 spinal, 1 bulbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC total score, mean±SD</td>
<td>109.3±32.2</td>
<td>109.3±32.4</td>
<td>109.5±33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoL, mean±SD</td>
<td>6.9±1.9</td>
<td>6.5±1.6</td>
<td>7.9±2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS score, mean±SD</td>
<td>35.6±8.1</td>
<td>37.4±8.4</td>
<td>31.2±5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: F=females; M=males; SD=standard deviation; ALS-FRS=Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale; MRC=Medical Research Council scale; QoL=Quality of Life Index; Zung SDS=Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale

Table II - Linear regression models of pain and depression scores (independent variables) on quality of life (dependent variable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Pain intensity</th>
<th>Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: B=beta coefficient; SE=standard error; p=p-value
Model 1: Direct effect of pain intensity on the Quality of Life (QoL); Model 2: Direct effect of depression scores on QoL; Model 3: Concurrent effect of pain and depression scores on QoL
However, in our sample this effect was not very strong (p=0.48) and was no longer significant after depression scores were added as a possible interfering covariate. Considering that depression is possibly part of the pathway from pain to QoL, the confounding effect of depression scores on the influence of pain on QoL is not per se proof that pain is not independently involved in the worsening of patients' QoL.

As in previous studies, the reported depression scores in our sample were usually in the non-depression range. Nonetheless, their effect was significant, our study showing a negative correlation between depression scores and QoL that remained significant after pain was added as a possible covariate. This finding is in line with previous studies (Kubler et al., 2005; Lulé et al., 2008; Tramonti et al., 2012) and suggests that even sub-threshold depressive symptoms might be actively treated due to their negative effect on the QoL of ALS patients.

Finally, the methodological limitations of our study should be considered, namely, the small sample size, the absence of a control group, the possible influence of treatment with antidepressants on reported depression scores, and the questionable reliability, in neurological diseases, of depression assessments performed using self-rating scales designed for psychiatric depression (due to an overlap between some ALS symptoms and somatic complaints in depression, as well as to possible confusion between subjective experiences of demoralization in ALS and truly depressed mood).

In conclusion, our study suggests that pain is frequent in ALS patients and that depressive symptoms, although scoring under the diagnostic threshold, are significantly related to poorer QoL. As a consequence, clinicians should pay more attention to detecting pain and depressive symptoms in ALS patients and treat them appropriately when necessary.

Further studies are needed to reproduce the present findings with additional measures of pain and functional impairment and to test the efficacy of specific treatments for pain and depression on the QoL of ALS patients.
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